Publications are an essential component of the Council’s mission to serve as a resource for members, policymakers, journalists, students, business leaders, and other interested citizens. Council books are published and marketed by top commercial and scholarly presses; Council Special Reports (CSRs) and Task Force reports are produced and distributed by the Publications department.

The Council’s publications this year focused on a variety of timely and topical issues. The topics of CSRs included the crisis in Darfur, nuclear energy, illegal immigration, and Bolivia; Task Force reports addressed the growing importance of China and the problems of oil dependency. In addition, the Council partnered with the Caravan Project to publish Beyond Humanitarianism.

Gathering a rich mix of Council content—including Foreign Affairs articles, Task Force reports, CSRs, and specially commissioned pieces by Council fellows and from CFR.org—this book examines underlying trends in Africa, such as the growth of democracy, the rising influence of China in African affairs, the political and economic prospects of important African countries, and the prevalence of conflict situations and terrorist threats on the continent. In addition to a traditional print version, Beyond Humanitarianism will be offered as an audio book, in a large-print edition, and as a downloadable file—in its entirety or by individual chapter.

The number of publications nearly doubled this year, to a total of nineteen, up from twelve in fiscal year 2006 and nine in fiscal year 2005. Total website downloads of CSRs have nearly tripled in each of the past two years, with over 25,000 this year, compared to fewer than 9,500 in fiscal year 2006 and fewer than 3,500 in fiscal year 2005.

The full texts of CSRs and Task Force reports may be downloaded from the Council’s website, along with excerpts from Council books. For additional information or to read or download most Council publications, including this annual report, visit CFR.org.
BOOKS BY COUNCIL FELLOWS AND STAFF


INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE REPORTS

National Security Consequences of U.S. Oil Dependency; John Deutch and James R. Schlesinger, chairs; David G. Victor, project director (2006)
U.S.–China Relations: An Affirmative Agenda, A Responsible Course; Carla A. Hills and Dennis C. Blair, chairs; Frank Sampson Jannuzi, project director (2007)

COUNCIL SPECIAL REPORTS

After the Surge: The Case for U.S. Military Disengagement from Iraq by Steven N. Simon (2007)
Avoiding Conflict in the Horn of Africa: U.S. Policy Toward Ethiopia and Eritrea by Terrence Lyons (2006)
Bolivia on the Brink by Eduardo A. Gamarra (2007)
The Economic Logic of Illegal Immigration by Gordon H. Hanson (2007)

Praise for CFR Books

“Beyond Humanitarianism is . . . a remarkable and crisply organized collection. Highly recommended!” —Anne-Marie Slaughter, Princeton University

“The Edge of Disaster is the must-read book for every American.” —Mark R. Warner, former governor of Virginia

“[War Made New is an] unusual and magisterial survey of technology and war. . . . Illuminating.” —Josiah Bunting, New York Times Book Review

“Superb. . . . [Hidden Iran is] the best single-volume treatment of Iran available. . . . [A] welcome arrival.” —Daniel Benjamin, National Interest

“The Shia Revival is so enlightening and perspective-altering that no one concerned about the Middle East should miss reading it.” —Ray Olson, Booklist

“[Ruling but Not Governing is] one of the best books of its kind that I have read in years. . . . Indispensible.” —Daniel Brumberg, Georgetown University

Reform of the International Monetary Fund by Peter B. Kenen (2007)
The United States and the WTO Dispute Settlement System by Robert Z. Lawrence (2007)
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